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Policy background 
• Limited evidence about effectiveness of pre-

hospital care provided to 6m patients per year 
in England. 

• Ambulance service performance traditionally 
measured by response times. 

• Need to find better ways of measuring the 
impact and quality of care  
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Lack of information re: pre-hospital care.Ambulance service performance primarily measured by response times, which only captures part of the patient experience.Potential consequence of distorting clinical priorities.Different sets of data need to be linked together to better capture the patient experience.  



The PhOEBE programme 
• Five-year study funded by the National Institute 

of Health Research (NIHR). 
• Collaboration between Universities of Lincoln 

(CaHRU), Sheffield (ScHARR), & Swansea, East 
Midlands Ambulance Service (EMAS), Yorkshire 
Ambulance Service (YAS) & NHS Information 
Centre. 
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£2m five-year study funded by NIHR programme grant.Universities of Lincoln, Sheffield & Swansea, as well as EMAS, YAS & EMPHO involved.



Aims & objectives  
• To develop new ways of measuring ambulance care to 

support quality improvement through monitoring, audit 
and evaluation. 

• Review & synthesise literature on pre-hospital care 
outcome measures. 

• Use consensus methods and qualitative data to identify 
measures relevant to the NHS and patients that have 
potential for further development. 

• Link routine pre-hospital, hospital and mortality data. 
• Build risk-adjustment models that predict  mortality and 

non-mortality outcomes using the linked routine data. 
• Explore the practical use of the risk adjustment models 

to measure effectiveness and quality of ambulance 
service care.   
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PhOEBE aimed to develop new ways of developing ambulance service performance.



The systematic review 
• One strand of the overall PhOEBE programme. 
• Followed on from analysis of documents from 

the practitioners’ perspective. 
• Focus on pre-hospital care outcome measures. 
• Search terms from Medline, Embase & Web of 

Science 
• Data extraction tool 

– Enabled capture of broad range of outcomes. 
– Inclusion & exclusion criteria. 
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Systematic review focused on pre-hospital care outcome measures.This primarily academic journal-based systematic review followed on from examining policy papers and documents from the practitioners’ perspective.First stage to search the Medline, Embase & Web of Science databases with the following search terms:Factors affecting performance;Emergency services;Quality of care; andLimit by study type.Research team created a data extraction tool.Designed to be as broad as possible to enable the capture of as many outcomes as possible.Inclusion criteria included:	Pre-hospital;English language; andReported outcome measures. 



Data extraction process 
Initial search identified 6,067 records 979 duplicates removed 

5,088 abstracts analysed for eligibility 4,831 records screened out 

257 full articles analysed for eligibility 

161 studies included Hand-searches found 5 extra studies 

181 studies included overall 

96 articles screened out 
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Figures are preliminary as the data extraction process is still ongoing. Multi-stage data extraction process.Development of detailed data extraction tool.Deliberately designed to be as broad as possible.Searched several databases.Analysed abstracts & then full-text articles for eligibility.Search terms:	Factors affecting performance; emergency services; quality of care; study type.



Results (1) 
• Full data extractions on 141 of the 173 full-text 

articles so far; 410 outcomes. 
• Seven categories of outcomes:  

– Time-related; 
– Survival-related; 
– Length of stay; 
– Outcome; 
– Errors & complications; 
– Service; and  
– Procedures / interventions. 
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141 data extractions of the 173 articles completed (82%).15 of these rejected because they do not contain any outcomes so data from 126 papers reported here. Meets an exclusion criterion.Seven categories of outcomes:Time-related;Survival-related;Length of stay;Outcomes (immediate & intermediate);Immediate relate to measures taken prior to arrival @ A & E; delayed relate to measures taken on or after discharge.Errors & complications;Service; andProcedures / interventions.410 outcomes:234 generic;66 time; 90 survival; 16 LOS; 33 outcomes; 7 errors & complications; 16 service; 6 procedures / interventions.176 condition-specific:62 time; 53 survival; 0 LOS; 5 outcomes; 4 errors & complications; 12 service; 40 procedures / interventions.



Results (2)  
• 143 survival-related outcomes. 

– 27% survival to discharge. 

– 25% survival to other. 

– 13% survival until up to 30 days. 

• 128 time-related outcomes 
– 66 generic; 62 condition-specific.  

• Only 38 (9%) reported patient outcomes, e.g. 
satisfaction, quality of life, pain, etc. 
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Some papers cited multiple survival-related outcomes – 126 papers reported 143 survival-related outcomes.27% of the survival-related outcomes were survival to hospital discharge.25% survival to other.21% survival up to 30 days.88% of articles cited a time-related outcome.Only 9% reported patient outcomes, e.g., patient satisfaction, quality of life, pain, etc.  Outcomes split into immediate (14) and delayed (24).



Discussion  
• Data extraction tool enabled us to capture a wide 

range of outcome measures and tools.  
• Not condition-specific like other studies. 
• Only 15-20% of pre-hospital population (first hour 

quintet) where fast response can significantly 
improve survival outcomes (Heightman and 
McCallion, 2011). 

• For the 80-85% of pre-hospital patients with non-
critical conditions, patient perspective and quality 
of life are more relevant than survival-related 
outcomes. 
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Broad data extraction tool, not condition-specific like some other studies, such as the TARN (2011), Challen and Goodacre (2011). Faster response times can significantly improve survival outcomes for the 15-20% of patients with critical conditions.Less relevant for the other 80-85% whose conditions are not critical.  



Future implications  
• Different outcome measures needed for pre-

hospital patients with critical and non-critical 
conditions. 

• Nature of demand for pre-hospital care raises 
issues for future role of the ambulance service. 

• While the identified outcome measures & tools 
are useful in research, they cannot readily be 
transferable to routine procedures. 
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Patients with critical and non-critical conditions need different types of outcome measures.Critical patients – survival-related outcomes more pertinent.Non-critical patients – quality of life, patient perspective more relevant.Rising demand for pre-hospital care, especially among those with non-critical conditions, raises issues for the future role of the ambulance service.Suggests that outcomes based on patient perspectives and satisfaction and with a focus on quality of life become more important.The identification of outcome measures & tools are useful in research, these are not readily transferable to routine procedures. 



Conclusion  
• By identifying a wide range of outcome 

measures, the review will inform further research 
into the feasibility of using a wider range of 
outcome measures and developing new outcome 
measures in pre-hospital research and quality 
improvement.  
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The PhOEBE study is expected to fill an important gap in outcomes research and influence the direction of national policy in relation to pre-hospital care and quality improvement.



Funding 
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This presentation presents independent research 
funded by the National Institute for Health 
Research (NIHR) under its Programme Grants for 
Applied Research (PGfAR) scheme (Grant 
Reference Number RP-PG-0609-10195). The 
views expressed are those of the authors and not 
necessarily those of the NHS, the NIHR or the 
Department of Health. 
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Thank you 
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…and thank you to you for your attention. 
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